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Abstract
Objective
To analyze the role that biomechanical strains and psychosocial work factors play in occupational class disparities in low back pain
(LBP) in the GAZEL cohort.
Methods
The GAZEL cohort members were recruited in 1989 among the employees of the French national company in charge of energy, who
volunteered to enrol in an annual follow-up survey. The study population comprised 1487 men who completed: - a questionnaire in
1996 on past occupational exposure to manual material handling, to bending/twisting and to driving; - another questionnaire in 1997
on psychosocial work factors; - and, in 2001, a French version of the Nordic questionnaire for LBP assessment. Associations between
LBP for more than 30 days in the preceding twelve months and social position at baseline (four categories) were described with a Cox
model to determine prevalence ratios (PR) for each category. Adjusted and unadjusted ratios were compared to quantify the
contribution of occupational exposures.
Results
The prevalence of LBP for more than 30 days was 13.6%. Prevalence of LBP adjusted for age was significantly higher for blue collar
workers and clerks than for managers. Taking into account biomechanical strains significantly reduced the socioeconomic disparities
observed, while adjusting for psychosocial factors did not.
Conclusion
In this population, occupational exposures, especially biomechanical strains, play an important role in occupational class disparities
for persistent or recurrent LBP.
MESH Keywords Adult ; Biomechanics ; Cohort Studies ; Female ; France ; epidemiology ; Humans ; Low Back Pain ; epidemiology ; physiopathology ; psychology ;
Male ; Middle Aged ; Occupational Diseases ; epidemiology ; physiopathology ; psychology ; Recurrence ; Social Class
Author Keywords health inequalities ; social inequalities ; occupational exposure ; musculoskeletal disorder
For most health dimensions, health status is worse in lower socioeconomic groups. Such socioeconomic disparities have been
described for back pain in several studies (1 –4 ). Many circumstances vary between groups according to socioeconomic position and may
thus contribute to social inequalities in health: early life circumstances, life style, physical and psychosocial environment, employment,
working conditions (5 ,6 ). Some occupational factors contribute to the association between socioeconomic position and self-rated health
(SRH) in cross sectional studies (7 –13 ) and to the social gradient in the deterioration in SRH over one year ( 12 ) and five years (14 ).
Other studies have looked at the contribution of working conditions to social inequalities in depressive symptoms, physical functioning (15
), longstanding illness (11 ), and coronary heart disease incidence (16 ) for instance.
A few studies indicate that occupational factors contribute to socioeconomic disparities in musculoskeletal disorders in general.
Physical and psychosocial work characteristics explained a substantial part of the relation between socioeconomic status and
musculoskeletal complaints in men who graduated high school in Wisconsin (8 ). Physical demand at work explained a large part of
occupational class disparities in musculoskeletal disorders for employees of the city of Helsinki (17 ). In a study of a working population
in France (the Pays de la Loire study), physical occupational factors accounted for more than 50 % of the disparities between manual and
non-manual workers for upper limb disorders (18 ). In the general working population of Oslo, physical job demand and job autonomy
explained a substantial portion of occupational class disparities in musculoskeletal complaints (19 ).
Physical exposures at work such as bending, twisting, manual material handling, and whole body vibrations are considered to be risk
factors for low back pain (20 ,21 ); psychosocial factors at work are also reported to play a role (22 , 23 ). These types of factors might
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therefore explain at least a part of the social inequalities in low back pain. This question has not been examined in detail, and conclusions
from the studies on this topic appear somewhat conflicting. In Oslo, working exposures and especially physical job demands explained a
substantial portion of the absolute inequalities between occupational classes for low back pain ( 19 ). In a population-based survey in
France, the association between education and low back pain was also mainly mediated by physical factors at work ( 24 ), while a study in
Germany was unable to explain the relation between education and severe back pain by occupational factors ( 25 ).
Our hypothesis in this study was that low back pain is associated with socioeconomic position (SEP) and that occupational exposures
are a pathway for this relation. More precisely, we sought to assess in the longitudinal Gazel cohort the relations between low back pain
and socioeconomic position, measured by occupational category or class, and to analyze the contribution of biomechanical strains and
psychosocial work factors to these relations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Population and study design
The GAZEL cohort was established in 1989. Its members were recruited among the employees of Electricité de France-Gaz de France
, the French national company for the production and distribution of energy (26 ,27 ). At that time, the company employed approximately
150 000 people of diversified trades and socioeconomic categories, with civil-servant like status, throughout France. At baseline in 1989,
the cohort included 20 624 volunteers, men then aged 40–50 years and women 35–50. In January of each year, participants receive a
general questionnaire about their lifestyle, health and occupational situation. Specific themes are also explored, such as low back pain.
The study population came from the population selected for the “GAZEL-low back pain” sub-project (28 ), which included 4 018
cohort members, 3 377 of them men. These members were randomly selected from occupational groups in which at least 20 % of workers
were exposed to selected occupational strains among postures, vibrations, manual material handling and video display terminals. This
sample received specific questionnaires on low back pain in 1992, 1994 and 1996. The study population comprised the men who
completed the latter questionnaire and the 1996 and 2001 general questionnaires (n=2 218) and who also answered the 1997 questionnaire
on psychosocial factors at work. We therefore analyzed here 1487 men (44%).
We analyzed information on SEP recorded in 1989, personal data and occupational history assessed in 1996, psychosocial factors at
work in 1997, with information on low back pain self-assessed in 2001 (figure 1 ).
Socioeconomic position
Data on socioeconomic position at baseline (1989) came from company files and were coded according to the French national
classification of occupations and socioeconomic categories (PCS) . Four categories were used: managers and higher intellectual
professions, intermediate professions (technicians, foremen, supervisors, teachers, etc.), clerks, and blue-collar workers.
Low back pain
The 2001 general questionnaire collected information about low back pain with questions derived from the Nordic questionnaire for
the analysis of musculoskeletal symptoms (29 ). Low back pain was defined by reference to a diagram of the body: “pain, discomfort or
disability in this area, whether or not the pain radiates to the leg”. Subjects reported the cumulative duration of low back pain during the
previous twelve months (0 day, ≤ 7 days, 8–30 days, >30 days but not every day, every day). The outcome of interest in the study was low
back pain that lasted more than 30 days (LBP), which is generally considered to be frequent or long-lasting ( 30 ).
Biomechanical strains
In the 1996 specific questionnaire, cohort members reported their cumulative duration of exposure during their working life to three
biomechanical strains: driving a car for more than two hours/day; usually pushing, pulling or carrying heavy loads (at least once a week);
bending (forward/backward) or twisting repeatedly daily or almost daily. Four answers were possible for each exposure: never, less than
10 years, 10–20 years, longer than 20 years.
Psychosocial factors at work
In the general 1997 questionnaire, psychosocial factors at work were assessed with a French version of the job content questionnaire
(JCQ) (31 ,32 ). Respondents had to state for each item the extent to which they agreed with it (completely agree, agree, do not agree, do
not agree at all), and a score was calculated for each of the three dimensions: psychological demand (9 items), decision latitude (9 items)
and social support received from coworkers and superiors (8 items).
Analyses
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Relations between low back pain in 2001 and SEP in 1989 were first assessed with chi-square tests. We also verified that the
occupational exposures studied were distributed differently across socioeconomic groups.
Thereafter, we used Cox regression models with a constant risk period (one year) assigned to everyone to obtain a prevalence ratio
(PR) of low back pain for each socioeconomic group compared with managers. Cox models were preferred to logistic regression models,
because prevalence ratios are easier to interpret than odds ratios, especially for rather common diseases ( 33 ). Robust variance estimates
were used to calculate the confidence intervals (34 ).
In accordance with previous analyses, duration of exposure was considered a quantitative variable ( 35 ). Each potential answer in the
questionnaire, proposed as a category, was replaced by the value of its class center, so that the categories of never, less than 10 years, 10 –
20 years and more than 20 years of exposure were given the value of 0, 5, 15, and 25 years respectively. For each psychosocial scale,
scores were dichotomized at the median of their distribution in the population. Age (in 1996) was forced in all the models.
In a first set of analyses, age-adjusted models were built to study the associations between LBP and SEP and between LBP and each
occupational exposure separately. Only the occupational factors associated with LBP at a p-value less than 0.20 were kept for the
subsequent models (A,B,C). In an initial model (model A), the age-adjusted association between LBP and SEP was further adjusted for the
relevant biomechanical strains. In a second model (model B), the age-adjusted association between LBP and SEP was further adjusted for
the relevant psychosocial factors. In a final model (model C), the age-adjusted association between LBP and SEP was adjusted for both the
relevant biomechanical and psychosocial factors (those included in model A or B).
In each of these three models, the contribution of the occupational factors in the model (biomechanical strains, psychosocial factors, or
both) to the association between LBP and SEP was estimated by comparing the PR of LBP for a defined SEP, adjusted and not adjusted
for these factors, as follows (36 ,37 ):

Confidence intervals for contribution of occupational factors were calculated by bootstrap (38 ).

RESULTS
Low back pain and socioeconomic position (table 1 )
Intermediate grade was the most common SEP, and there were few clerks among these male cohort members. The one-year prevalence
of LBP for more than 30 days was 13.6% in the overall study population. A gradient in the prevalence of LBP was observed, with the
smallest prevalence for the highest socioeconomic position (p-value for trend less than 0.0001). However, prevalence was rather similar in
the two first categories, managers and “intermediate”.
Socioeconomic position and occupational strains (table 1 )
Durations of exposure to biomechanical strains (given only for ten years or more in table 1 ) varied according to SEP. Globally, the
higher the SEP, the higher the percentage of ‘never exposed’ subjects. Most managers had never been exposed to any of the biomechanical
strains studied, and blue-collar workers had often been exposed to them — and for a long time. Bending/twisting and driving for a long
time were also rather common for clerks. Psychosocial factors at work also differed according to the SEP. Managers reported a high level
of job demand more often than the others and a low level of decision latitude less often. This latter strain concerned mainly clerks and
blue-collar workers. A low level of social support was scarcer among managers than in the other groups.
Low back pain and occupational strains
The one-year prevalence of LBP increased with cumulative duration of exposure to each biomechanical strain. It was also always
highest for those exposed to a more strenuous level of psychosocial factors at work.
Low back pain, socioeconomic position and occupational strains (table 2 )
The first set of analyses with Cox models adjusted for age showed a significantly higher prevalence of LBP for blue-collar workers
and for clerks compared with managers. LBP was significantly associated with each biomechanical strain and with a low level of decision
latitude. The association with a low level of social support was on the borderline of significance.
When the association between LBP and SEP was also adjusted for biomechanical strains (model A), the PR for blue-collar workers
decreased by 73% and was no longer significantly different from one. For clerks, it decreased by 45 % but prevalence for clerks remained
significantly higher than in managers.
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When the age-adjusted association between LBP and SEP was also adjusted for the relevant psychosocial factors — decision latitude
and social support (model B), the PR for blue-collar workers and clerks decreased by 11 % but remained significantly different from one.
Finally, in the fully adjusted model (model C), the PR for blue-collar workers decreased by 77 %, compared with the age-adjusted
model, and by 74% when compared with the model adjusted for age and psychosocial factors. For clerks the correspondent figures were 51
% and 44%. The risk of LBP for these two categories compared with managers was no longer significantly increased.

Most confidence intervals for the percentages of change, given by bootstrap, were large. However, the lower limits of the confidence
intervals for percentages of change associated with adjustment on biomechanical strains were 0.25 or more (depending of the models
compared) for blue collar workers. For clerks the corresponding values were larger than 0.12. The confidence intervals suggested that
taking into account decision latitude and social support did not change significantly the PRs.

DISCUSSION
This study, based on a longitudinal design, showed occupational class disparities for persistent or recurrent LBP among men in the
GAZEL cohort. Occupational strains played an important role in these inequalities. Physical factors accounted for the greatest portion of
the observed disparities, even when the role of psychosocial factors was also taken into account.
Before discussing these results, some limitations of the study must be considered. First, we could not study the relations between LBP
and SEP among women because there were not enough of them. Therefore only men could be included.
The final response rate was rather low, especially because only 67% of the men who completed the 1996 and 2001 questionnaires
responded to Karasek’s questionnaire in 1997. Most of those who did not complete this questionnaire had already retired in 1997 and thus
did not answer the questions on psychosocial factors at work. The legal age for retirement is rather low in France; in addition, in this
company, those who held specific jobs classified as strenuous are allowed to retire before the legal age for retirement. Some subjects were
also excluded because they answered only some questions. We chose not to use any method to substitute missing answers so that we could
have a ‘straight’ evaluation of psychosocial factors and optimize our assessment of their contribution to the relations of interest.
A validated self-administered questionnaire was used to assess these psychosocial factors ( 32 ). Physical expsure were also
self-assessed in this study (39 ). Moreover the assessment was retrospective, as it concerned the cumulative duration of exposure to
biomechanical strains throughout the subjects’ working lives. Respondents’ answers appeared consistent with information they reported in
earlier questionnaires. Nonetheless, we cannot rule out the possibility of recall bias. If such bias is present, it should not be differential,
since the information on LPB was collected five years later, in 2001.
Classification into four main categories of socioeconomic position was based on objective information provided by the company in
1989 and not on self-assessment. However, as information on LBP and exposure at work were self reported we can not rule out the
possibility of biases related to negative affectivity (19 ). We expect them to be minimal, as information was collected at different time
points.
We chose to consider a definition of LBP independent of care seeking or sick leave, both of which are consequences that could be
related per se to the occupational exposures studied. By selecting only disorders that lasted more than 30 days, we focused on LBP
associated with high social and economic costs.
The data and the study design appeared appropriate to discuss hypotheses about ‘pathways’ for inequalities in LBP. As low back pain
is rather common, statistical analyses based on Cox models were preferred to computation of odd ratios ( 33 ).
The results suggest that occupational factors play an important role in occupational class disparities in LBP. Other factors might have
played a role. Obesity is more prevalent in lower socioeconomic classes and is a risk factor for LBP. Smoking is associated with LBP in
some studies and is also more prevalent in less favored socioeconomic situations. In our population, smoking was not associated with LBP,
and taking the body mass index into account did not change the contribution of occupational factors to the relation studied.
Psychosocial factors at work played a modest role in the relations between LBP and socioeconomic position. Each psychosocial
dimension was studied separately here, but we verified that combining these dimensions did not change our findings. Most of the study
population had retired by 2001 and were thus no longer exposed to these working conditions. One explanation for the limited role of
psychosocial factors in our results may be that the effects of these factors do not persist several years after exposure has ceased. We
nonetheless note that in the literature, evidence is limited for the specific role of these factors on low back pain ; conflicting results are
observed and some studies suffer from methodological shortcomings (22 ,23 ). The modest role found for psychosocial factors at work in
our study is therefore consistent with this literature.
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Physical exposures at work played the greatest role in the relations between LBP and SEP. The contribution of these factors could also
be analyzed for all the men for whom information on these exposures were available (the 2218 who completed the 1996 and 2001
questionnaires, irrespective of their participation in the 1997 questionnaire on psychosocial factors). Very similar results were observed for
the relations between LBP, SEP and biomechanical factors at work, which validated our findings on biomechanical strains.
It might appear surprising that biomechanical strains had so important a role in explaining the excess risk of LBP among clerks in this
population. This may be related in part to the fact that some of these clerks have also been blue-collar workers at some point in time; male
clerks in this company comprise workers with disabilities, no more able to perform physically demanding tasks. Confidence intervals for
percentages of change in PRs show that the results for this group are unprecise, due to the small size of the group.
Generally speaking, confidence intervals (CI) for PR changes were wide. In most similar studies, these CI are not given, mainly
because there is no standard statistical procedure for calculation. It is probable that these CI are often large, especially if the samples are of
limited size. The formula for RP change suggests also that this quantity could be unprecise if the denominator is close to zero, which is the
case if the PR partly adjusted is close to one. Despite of a lack of precision, in this population, biomechanical strains explained a
substantial part of the observed socioeconomic inequalities. The results based on the comparison between models C and B can be
considered as the best measure, since they estimate the contribution of biomechanical strains in addition to psychosocial factors. However,
these results were rather similar to those comparing models C and A.
For a better understanding of potential mechanisms leading to social inequalities in health, comparing models is more and more widely
used (36 ). However, questions about causal mechanisms behind social inequalities are complex, and methods must take into account also
knowledge from other fields of epidemiology.
Studies dealing with the contribution of occupational factors to socioeconomic disparities in LBP are scarce. The population we
studied here could be considered specific, since it came from a single company, with a civil-servant-like status. Results appear nonetheless
consistent with results collected in other populations: results on the same topic from the general population in France are in agreement with
our results (24 ), occupational disparities for low back pain working people had experienced in the last month in Oslo are also substantially
mediated by working conditions and mainly by physical demand (19 ).

CONCLUSION
In this study, socio-economic disparities in persistent or recurrent low back pain were mainly explained by biomechanical factors. Our
findings show that reducing occupational strains, particularly biomechanical strains, could substantially help to reduce socio-economic
disparities in persistent or recurrent low back pain, mainly for blue collar workers.
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Study design
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Table 1
Low back pain for more than 30 days and occupational strains according to socioeconomic position in the study population
Study population
N=1 487

Managers
n=464

Intermediate
n=590

Clerks
n=61

Blue collar workers
n=372

LBP > 30 days

n
(% )

202
(13. 6)

48
(10.3)

64
(10.85)

15
(24. 6)

75
(20. 2)

Driving ≥ 10 years

n
(% )

601
(40.4)

64
(13.8)

232
(39.3)

30
(49.2)

275
(73.9)

Bending/Twisting ≥ 10 years

n
(% )

651
(43.8)

78
(16.8)

254
(43. 0)

40
(65.6)

279
(75. 0)

Handling loads≥ 10 years

n
(%).

430
(28.9)

22
(4.7)

172
(29.1)

17
(27.9)

219
(58.9)

High psychological demand

n
(% )

767
(51.6)

312
(67.2)

280
(47.5)

17
(27.9)

158
(42.5)

Low decision latitude

n
(% )

866
(58.2)

160
(34.5)

387
(65.6)

49
(80.3)

270
(72.6)

Low social support

n
(% )

745
(50.1)

209
(45.4)

308
(52.2)

34
(55.7)

194
(52.1)
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Table 2
Prevalence Ratio of LBP for more than 30 days according to socioeconomic position (SEP), occupational strains and contribution of these strains to occupational class disparities for LBP

Managers
Intermediate
Clerks

PR adjusted for age*
1
1.03 [0.72;1.48]
2.36 [1.41;3.95]

PR change (ref=age adjusted)
PR change (ref=model A)
PR change (ref=model B)
Blue collar workers

1.92 [1.36;2.70]

1.25 [0.80;1.95]
0.73 [0.27;1.36]

Driving**

1.52 [1.17;1.91]

1.02 [0.75;1.37]

1
0.82 [0.55;1.22]
1.66 [0.95;2.92]
0.51 [0.17;1.11]
0.11 [ −0.33;1.23]
0.44 [0.12;1.11]
1.21 [0.77;1.90]
0.77 [0.31;1.49]
0.16 [ −0.59;8.93]
0.74 [0.25;1.60]
1.02 [0.75;1.37]

Bending/twisting**

2.07 [1.64;2.65]

1.84 [1.32;2.55]

1.80 [1.29;2.51]

SEP

PR change (ref=age adjusted)
PR change (ref=model A)
PR change (ref=model B)

Model A

Model B

Model C

1
0.85 [0.57;1.25]
1.74 [1.01;3.00]
0.45 [0.16;0.98]

1
0.99 [0.68;1.43]
2.20 [1.28;3.78]
0.11 [ −0.11;0.45]

1.81 [1.27;2.60]
0.11 [ −0.11;0.40]

1.70 [1.35;2.24]
1.04 [0.74;1.46]
1.04 [0.74;1.46]
Handling loads**
High psychological demand
1.14 [0.88;1.48]
Low decision latitude
1.32 [1.01;1.73]
1.11 [0.83;1.48]
1.09 [0.82;1.45]
Low social support
1.26 [0.98;1.64]
1.21 [0.94;1.57]
1.18 [0.91;1.53]
In brackets, 95% confidence intervals.
*
PR prevalence ratio adjusted for age are issued from seven separated models, each one corresponding to one of the following variables: SEP (in four categories); driving (quantitative); bending/twisting
(quantitative); handling loads (quantitative); psychological demand (two categories); decision latitude (two categories); social support (two categories)
Model A: Relations between LBP and SEP adjusted for age and biomechanical strains
Model B: Relations between LBP and SEP adjusted for age, decision latitude and social support
Model C: Relations between LBP and SEP adjusted for age, biomechanical strains, decision latitude and social support
**
PR given for 20 years of exposure
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